1-MINUTE SOUNDTRACK PREPARATION
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Navigate to the server and copy the 1-Min Edit-[yourname] session folder to a local drive. Change the
name of the session and its folder to include your name. When you open the session, it will look like this. It
consists of a modified CalArts Edit Template. The main differences are that all tracks are assinged to Center,
and the Monitor track has been modified to simulate a 16 mm track.

This session starts at 00:58:30:00. It has a head pop (2-pop) at 00:59:58:00. The start of your film (the First
Frame of Action or FFOA) is at 01:00:00:00.
Once you get your sound department telecine of the
conformed workprint, you should import it into your
session. Since there is already a video track, you are given
the option of making an 2nd video track (New Track), or
replacing the existing movie (Main Video Track). Since
there isn’t any sound on the movie, it doesn’t matter if
Import audio from file is checked.

If you choose to create a 2nd video track, you can choose which movie will display in the
Video window by clicking the Video Online (“O”) button of the track. If you want, you can
import both your Media Composer QuickTime movie and the workprint telecine. (Remember
that the Workprint is the sync reference we will use for the mix.)
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This session has the beginning markers already made. But we still need ending markers.
Use the GRID mode
when creating video
markers. This will put
the markers on the
frame lines (like
Media Composer).
The GRID and NUDGE
values should be set
to 1 frame.

Find the tail punch
frame (in this example
01:01:03:23), make a
marker, name it
tail pop, and controldrag “Tail Pop” from
the Clips list into the
same audio track that
the head pop is on.

Now create a marker exactly two seconds before your tail pop. Call it pix end. This is the Last Frame of
Action (LFOA). There can be no sound or image between pix end and tail pop. Any sound hanging over into
this area will be trimmed back!
Likewise, there can be NO sound between the head pop (00:59:58:00) and pix start (1:00:00:00).

The Example Dialogue track is to help you set a proper level for mixing.
1. Start the track playing, and adjust your monitor level so that it’s a comfortable dialog level.
2. Now, do not adjust the monitor any more!
All level adjustments should now be done on the individual Pro Tools tracks.
Even though your final soundtrack will be mono, this session has a temporary stereo master fader so that
you can listen to what you’re working on in both ears instead of just one. It’s plug-ins will also simulate what
your 16mm optical track will sound like. All of your tracks must be assigned Center.
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The 16mm optical sound track is technology that’s more than seventy years
old. As you might expect, it has some limitations.
First of all, it’s MONO. One channel. There are no left and right, so you can’t
have your music in stereo, and you can’t pan sounds around.
The frequency response of 16 optical is limited. It will not reproduce anything above 8 kHz or much below 100 Hz. Those mosquito sounds you love?
That primeval rumble? They’ll never be heard.
The dynamic range (the softest detectable sound to the loudest undistorted
sound) is also limited. A DVD has a dynamic range of about 90 dB from the
softest sound to the loudest sound it can reproduce. A 16mm optical track has
a third of that -- around 30 dB softest to loudest, about the same as a 78 rpm
phonograph record. Reconsider that faint sound of a butterfly’s wings followed by an atom bomb...
To get a good approximation of what the limited frequency response of a 16mm optical track will sound
like, the Composite track includes two Plug-ins: Channel Strip, and Maxim. Here is what they look like:

Channel Strip has a compressor to reduce the level of
loud sounds, and high-pass and low-pass filters to
remove frequencies that can’t be reproduced by
16mm optical tracks. Maxim is a “brick-wall” limiter
that will keep the optical track from overloading into
distortion.
These two plug-ins should not be changed.
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Feel free to use as many plug-ins as you like on your Audio Tracks.
Your final 1-Minute session may look something like this.
When you’re done, use
Save Copy In... to get your session onto the server for the final mix.
Be sure to include the audio and video files.

If someone else is composing music for your 1-minute or doing other work on your soundtrack,
MAKE SURE they know and understand the limitations.
And our specifications for audio files: 48 kHz, 24-bit WAV
Maybe even give them a copy of this handout...
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